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In this paper, we consider IP fast recovery from single-link failures in a given network
topology. The basic idea is to replace some existing routers with a designated switch.
When a link fails, the affected router will send all the affected traffic to the designated
switch (through pre-configured IP tunnels), which will deliver the affected traffic to its
destination without using the failed link. The goal of the approach is to achieve faster
failure recovery than traditional routing protocols that employ reactive computing upon
link failures. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) switches can serve as the designated
switches because they can flexibly redirect affected traffic to other routes, instead of only
to the shortest paths in the network. However, SDN switches are very expensive. Our
objective is to minimize the number of SDN switches needed and to guarantee that the
network can still recover from any single-link failure. For networks with uniform link costs,
we show that using normal non-SDN switches with IP tunneling capability as designated
switches can guarantee recovery from any single-link failure. For networks with general link
costs, we find that not all single-link failures can be recovered by using non-SDN switches
as designated switches; by using SDN switches only when necessary, we can reduce the
total number of SDN switches needed compared to an existing work. We conduct extensive
simulations to verify our proposed approaches.
Keywords: Software-defined networking (SDN); failure recovery; shortest paths; equal cost
multi-path (ECMP); IP tunneling.

1. Introduction
Traditional IP networks are complex and hard to manage. It is both difficult to
configure the IP network according to predefined policies and to reconfigure it
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dynamically. The main reason for this difficulty is that the control plane and
data plane of the IP router are bundled together. To enable flexible control and
management over IP networks, various techniques have been proposed and applied
over the past decades. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [1] [2] is one of the techniques that become popular recently. SDN separates the network’s control logic from
the underlying routers and switches and promotes logical centralization of network
control, allowing optimal policies and flexible management on the network flows.
SDN provides many network functionalities including congestion control, failure recovery, network measurement, and traffic engineering, etc. With the growing availability of SDN switches and protocols such as OpenFlow [3], many organizations
have started deploying their own SDN networks [4].
SDN switches are usually very expensive; thus, the deployment of SDN is usually
a gradual process. In addition, to prevent possible service disruption, we cannot
upgrade all the devices at once, and it is sometimes impractical to upgrade all
the devices. In practice, we usually see networks where traditional IP routers and
SDN switches coexist. This kind of networks are usually referred to as hybrid SDN
networks [5] [6]. SDN switches also have IP router functionalities. In the rest of the
paper, we use routers and switches interchangeably.
In this paper, we consider using SDN switch to improve the network’s faulttolerance. Specifically, given an IP network topology, we consider replacing some of
the IP routers with designated switches, which may or may not be SDN switches,
in order to allow the network to recover from any single-link failure. Because SDN
switches are expensive, we aim to minimize the number of SDN switches needed,
in order to minimize the cost of providing such fault-tolerance. We want to emphasize that the fault tolerance we want to achieve here is very different from that of
traditional routing protocols. When a failure happens, in traditional routing protocols, the failure information needs to be propagated to a considerable part of the
network, and reactive computing is usually required before the network stablizes. In
our design, the affected traffic can be immediately redirected to designated switches;
thus, the network can recover from the failure very fast.
An existing work considers using SDN switches to replace some legacy IP routers,
so that the network can recover from any single-link failure [5]. When a link failure
occurs, the router with the failed link will redirect affected traffic to an SDN switch,
which can efficiently figure out a next hop switch, from which the shortest path to
the destination can avoid the failed link. The SDN switch used for failure recovery
is called a designated switch; the authors’ objective is to minimize the number of
SDN switches in the network, while still allowing the network to recover from any
single-link failure. By setting up tunnels between traditional IP routers and the
designated switches, the proposed approach allows IP routers to perform failover
immediately upon detecting a link failure. Based on the routing decision made by
the SDN controller, the designated SDN switches can then help to forward the traffic
so that it bypasses the failed link.
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We find that the designated switch does not always need to be an SDN switch.
In some cases, we can use a traditional non-SDN designated switch to replace a
legacy IP router and then the network can recover from single-link failures. We can
succeed in doing so if (1) the shortest path from the affected router to the designated
switch does not include the failed link, and (2) the shortest path from the designated
switch to the affected destination does not include the failed link. In these cases,
the designated switch only needs to have IP tunneling capability but does not need
to be an SDN switch. IP tunneling capability is common in non-SDN switches [7];
this makes it possible to use non-SDN switches as designated switches. We still need
SDN switches if we cannot find a valid location for a non-SDN designated switch. By
using non-SDN switches as designated switches, intuitively, we can further reduce
the total number of SDN switches needed while still guaranteeing that the network
can recover from any single-link failure.
1.1. Motivational example
We use an example, shown in Fig. 1, to illustrate this idea. Assume that all links in
the network have the same cost. Consider the case when the link between A and E
fails. If A is the source router, we can see that traffic from A to E, and traffic from
A to D will be affected by this link failure.
The authors in [5] propose using SDN switches to replace some routers to improve
the network’s fault-tolerance. In this example, an SDN switch can replace either B
or C. If the SDN replaces C, A will forward affected traffic to the SDN switch at C.
The SDN switch at C can choose its neighbor D as the next hot switch, and from
there, the traffic can follow the shortest path to E and D without using the failed
link eA,E .
Alternatively, we can use a traditional non-SDN switch with IP tunneling capability to replace the router at C, to help the network recover from the failure. If
we have a designated switch at C, we can setup an IP tunnel from A to C going
through B. When the link eA,E fails, we can let the traffic at A go to C using the
IP tunnel A → B → C. Then from C, the traffic can still take shortest paths,

B

designated
switch

C

A
E

D

(a) Link eA,E fails.

(b) IP tunneling.

Fig. 1. Motivational example. We set up a pre-configured IP tunnel from A to C. When link eA,E fails,
traffic from A cannot reach E or D through shortest paths. With IP tunneling, affected traffic at A will be
first redirected to C through the IP tunnel from A to C. After that C can further deliver the traffic to its
destinations.
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C → D → E and C → D to arrive at destinations D and E, respectively. Since IP
tunneling capability is quite common in modern routers, we actually do not need
to physically replace the router; we only need to change the configuration of the
router, i.e., enable the IP tunneling capability.
Similarly, for router E, we can use a non-SDN designated switch also at C. We
can setup an IP tunnel from E to C going through D. When the link eE,A fails,
we can let the traffic at E go to C using the IP tunnel E → D → C. Then, from
C, the traffic can still take shortest paths, C → B → A and C → B to arrive at
destinations A and B, respectively.
From this simple example, we can draw an important intuition: if the network
can recover from single-link failures using only non-SDN designated switches with
IP tunneling capability, we can further reduce the total number of SDN switches
needed to guarantee that the entire network can recover from any single-link failure.

1.2. Contributions and paper organization
In this paper, we consider IP fast recovery in a given legacy network topology. Our
contributions can be outlined as follows:
• First, we find that SDN switches are not always needed to recover from
a link failure. Sometimes, a traditional non-SDN switch with IP tunneling
capability is sufficient to recover the network from a single-link failure.
• Second, for networks with uniform link costs, we show that by using only
non-SDN switches as designated switches, it is guaranteed that the entire
network can recover from any single-link failure; thus, no SDN switch is
needed.
• Third, for networks with general link costs, we prove that by using SDN
switches as designated switches, it is guaranteed that the entire network
can recover from any single-link failure. Besides, by using SDN switches as
designated switches only when necessary, we can further reduce the number
of SDN switches needed compared to an existing work [5].
• We conduct extensive simulations using both practical IP network topologies
and randomly generated networks to verify our proposed method. Simulation
results show that our proposed method can significantly reduce the number
of SDN switches needed compared to the existing work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem description and our
design approach are presented in Sec. 2. Important preliminary results are presented
in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we consider minimizing the number of SDN switches needed while
guaranteeing recovery from any single-link failure. A heuristic algorithm is proposed
to reduce the number of SDN switches. Supporting simulations are conducted in
Sec. 5. We discuss related works on single-link failure recovery in Sec. 6. Conclusions
and future works are described in Sec. 7.
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2. Problem Description and Overall Design
2.1. Problem description
Given a network topology, our goal is to replace a subset of routers with designated
switches to recover the network from any single-link failure. The fault tolerance we
want to achieve here is very different from traditional routing protocols. In traditional routing protocols, such as RIP and OSPF, when a failure happens in the
network, it takes a long time for the failure information to be propagated into the
network, and some lengthy reactive computation may be required for the network to
stablize. In our design with designated switches, affected traffic can be immediately
redirected to the designated switch upon detection of the link failure.
In our consideration, a practical design should have the following features. First,
it should take advantage of protocols available on today’s routers; it means that
routers without SDN functionality should always forward the traffic through shortest
paths. When multiple shortest paths are available, Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP)
routing can be utilized to achieve traffic balance in the network [8]. Also, ECMP itself
can avoid immediate failed links when other shortest paths are available. Second,
the network should recover from any single-link failure immediately when the failure
is detected.
Our network under consideration can be modeled as an undirected simple biconnected graph. A bi-connected graph is a graph which will remain connected if
any one vertex were to be removed [9]. The bi-connected graph model for a network
guarantees that the network will still be connected upon any single-link failure. This
is the foundation for our single-link failure recovery scheme.

2.2. Overall design
In our approach, each interface of a router is configured to have a backup IP tunnel
to provide failover upon detecting a link failure on its interface. The IP tunnel is
established between the router and a designated switch, which may or may not
be an SDN switch. Whenever a link failure is detected, the router, which is directly
connected to the failed link, would immediately encapsulate and forward all affected
traffic to its designated switch through the backup IP tunnel. As shown in Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b), when link es,d0 fails, router s will redirect all affected traffic to a
designated switch at m. Because from s to m, all traversed routers in the IP tunnel
are normal routers, the IP tunnel should be a shortest path. The designated switch
m takes further actions to make sure that the traffic gets to its destination without
using the failed link.
We use two types of designated switches to recover the network from single-link
failures. The first type is the traditional non-SDN designated switch, and the second
type is the SDN designated switch. Non-SDN designated switches can only set up IP
tunnels. From the affected router to the non-SDN designated switch, the IP tunnel
1850014-5
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Fig. 2. An example of recovering from a single-link failure. In figure (a), m is a non-SDN designated switch;
affected traffic from s will take a shortest path from m to the destination d. In figure (b), m is an SDN
designated switch; affected traffic from s can first go to a neighbor switch of m, for example n, from which
a shortest path to d is taken. The solid line between n and m means that n is a direct neighbor of m.

must be a shortest path; from the non-SDN designated switch to the destination
switch, the path must also be a shortest path.
SDN designated switches have more flexibility in terms of redirecting affected
traffic. From the affected router to the SDN designated switch, the tunnel must be
a shortest path; from the SDN designated switch to the destination switch, the path
is not necessarily a shortest path. The SDN switch can select any of its neighbor
switches, and then from the selected neighbor switch to the destination, the traffic
must take a shortest path.
We require the assignment of designated switches to be destination independent.
The advantage of this requirement is that the complexity of configuring failover
is minimized since routers do not need to deal with each individual destination.
Therefore, for a designated switch to be eligible, it must be able to accommodate
all the possible destinations tunneled from an affected router. Since all the above IP
tunnels and next hops are pre-configured before the failures really take place, this
approach allows all the devices to perform failover right after the failure is detected.
Thus, this approach can achieve fast failure recovery.
3. Preliminaries
In this section, we investigate important characteristics of the problem. For networks
with uniform link costs, there exist several methods for recovering any single link
failure by just using IP routers’ tunneling capability. Examples include IP Fast
Reroute (IPFRR) Not-Via [10] and a more recent method proposed in [11]. In other
words, we do not need any SDN switch to recover from any single link failure.
Next, we consider networks with general link costs. Given the failed link es,d , the
nodes in the graph can also be partitioned into two parts. The first part consists
of all the nodes where the shortest paths from s to these nodes include the failed
link es,d . The second consists of all the nodes where the shortest paths from s to
these nodes do not include the failed link es,d . Denote all nodes in the first part by
1850014-6
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Fig. 3. Two possible cases of the shortest paths for networks with general link costs. We use an SDN
designated switch at si for s when es,d1 fails.

D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dk }a . Denote all nodes in the second part by s1 , s2 , . . . , sl , where
s1 = s. It is easy to find examples where networks with general link cost cannot
recover from all single-link failures with only non-SDN designated switches. Next,
we show that using SDN designated switches, it is guaranteed that networks with
general link costs can recover from any single-link failure.
First, there exists at least one node in the first part that has a link to a node
in the second part. Otherwise, it violates the properties of a bi-connected graph.
Denote the node in the first part as di and the node in the second part as si .
We can then choose si as the designated SDN switch for s1 when es,d fails, and
choose di as the next hop switch for all the destination nodes in the first part.
Lemma 3.1. The shortest path from di to dj will never use the failed link es,d .
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that the shortest path from di to
dj includes es,d as one link in it. We have two cases to investigate.
In the first case, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the shortest path pdi ,dj consists of the
shortest path from di to s, i.e., pdi ,s , the link, es,d , and the shortest path from d to
dj , i.e., pd,dj . However, since di is affected by the failed link ed,s , there is a shortest
path from s to di that consists of es,d . The length of the shortest path pdi ,s is equal
to that of es,d + pd,di . Also, the length of the path es,d + pd,dj is greater than that
of pd,dj . Then, the length of pdi ,dj is greater than the length of pdi ,d + pd,dj , which
violates the fact that pdi ,dj is a shortest path.
In the second case, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the shortest path pdi ,dj consists of
the shortest path from di to d, ed,s , and the shortest path from s to dj . However,
since dj is affected by the failed link ed,s , there is a shortest path from s to dj that
consists of es,d . The length of the shortest path ps,dj is equal to that of es,d + pd,dj .
The length of pdi ,s is greater than that of pdi ,d . Then, the length of pdi ,dj is greater
than the length of pdi ,d + pd,dj , which again violates the fact that pdi ,dj is a shortest
path.
Thus, the shortest path from di to dj will never use the failed link es,d .
a It

is possible for D to be empty, for example, when the cost of es,d is very high, and not any
shortest path includes it. In this case, the network can be considered unaffected. In the rest of the
paper, we will not consider this special case.
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Theorem 3.1. A bi-connected network can recover from any single-link failure by
using SDN designated switches.
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 3.1. By choosing si as the designated
SDN switch for s1 when es1 ,d1 fails, and choosing di as the next hop switch for all
the affected destination nodes, Lemma 3.1 guarantees that the shortest path from
di to dj will never use the failed link es1 ,d1 . This means that we can always find an
SDN switch that allows for the network to recover from this link failure. Note that
es1 ,d1 is a general link in the network; thus, all the analyses in Lemma 3.1 apply to
any link in the network. Thus, the entire network can recover from any single-link
failure by using SDN designated switches.
4. Minimizing the Number of SDN Switches
In this section, we consider minimizing the number of SDN switches needed in detail.
Recall that networks with uniform link costs can recover from any single-link failure
by using only non-SDN designated switches. In other words, the minimal number of
SDN switches is zero. From now on, we focus on networks with general link costs.
Recall that we can use two types of switches to recover the network from link
failures. The first type is the normal non-SDN designated switch, and the second
type is the SDN designated switch. To minimize the number of needed SDN switches,
an intuitive approach is to use SDN switches only when they are required. When we
consider a single-link failure, if all affected traffic can be recovered by a non-SDN
designated switch, then we do not require an SDN switch to recover from this link
failure.
Definition: A link is called a Non-SDN Recoverable Link (NSRL) if the failure
of this link does not need an SDN switch to be the designated switch.
Notice that when a link fails, the two end nodes of the link can be configured to
take different actions. Thus, for each link failure, we need to consider two directions
of the failure.
4.1. Collecting non-SDN recoverable links
The first step of our algorithm is to identify all directed NSRLs. Given a link failure,
say ~es,d , we assume that the source is s, and we denote all the destinations that are
affected by this link failure as D = {di }. The link, ~es,d , can be regarded as an NSRL
if and only if ∀di ∈ D there exists a switch in the network, m (m ∈
/ D), such that
the shortest path from s to m, ps,m and the shortest path from m to di , pm,di both
do not include the failed link.
We can first collect all such NSRLs, denoted as LN SRL . We denote all link failures
in the network as LU , where LU = {~es,d |es,d ∈ E} ∪ {~ed,s |es,d ∈ E}. After collecting
NSRLs, we need to consider recovering from failures in LR = LU − LN SRL using
SDN switches.
1850014-8
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Figure 4 shows a simple example on how to collect the NSRLs in a network.
The link costs of eA,B , eB,C , eC,D , eD,E , and eE,A are 8, 7, 2, 1, and 4, respectively.
There are five links in total. Considering the link directions, there are 10 link failure
cases. The table in Fig. 4 shows the information for each of the link failures. Each
link failure is represented by a row in the table. The first column is the failed link;
the second column is the source node; the third column is the destinations that are
affected by this link failure; the fourth column indicates whether the network can
recover from this link failure only using non-SDN designated switches. A “Y” in the
fourth column means that the failed link is an NSRL. An “N” in the fourth column
means that the failed link is not an NSRL; thus, an SDN designated switch must be
used for the network to recover from this link failure.
Consider the link failure of ~eB,C . Traffic from B to C, D, and E will be affected.
This is because the shortest paths from B to C, from B to D, and from B to E all
include ~eB,C as a link. Though three destinations are affected, the network can still
recover from this link failure by using a non-SDN switch at node A. So, the traffic
from B destined at C, D, and E will be redirected to node A. Since the shortest
paths from A to C, from A to D, and from A to E do not include ~eB,C as a link.
The traffic can successfully arrive at the destinations using shortest paths. Thus,
link ~eB,C is an NSRL.
Consider the link failure of ~eC,D . Traffic from C to D, E, and A will be affected.
This is because the shortest paths from C to D, from C to E, and from C to A all
include ~eC,D as a link. We can easily tell that only node B can serve as the designated
switch for C. If B is a non-SDN switch, even if the traffic from C destined at D is
redirected to B, B cannot deliver the traffic to D using a shortest path, because the
shortest path from B to D also includes the failed link ~eC,D . For the same reason,
even if the traffic from C destined at E is redirected to B, B cannot deliver the
traffic to E using a shortest path. Thus, ~eC,D is not an NSRL. We must use an SDN
switch to allow the network recover from this link failure. And B is the only valid
location for C.
4.2. Using SDN switches for remaining link failures
After identifying all NSRLs, we need to consider using SDN switches to recover
from failures in LR = LU − LN SRL . The problem of minimizing the number of SDN
switches can be formulated as a binary integer programming problem which is a
well-known NP-complete problem [5] [12]. This means that the computation may
not complete in a reasonable time for large networks. We use a heuristic algorithm
for this problem with polynomial time complexity. It includes two phases: candidate
table construction and column selection.
For candidate table construction, the goal is to identify eligible candidate SDN
locations for each link failure in LR . Figure 5 shows the candidate table for the
topology in Fig. 4. Note that, we only consider links in LR because all links in
LN RSL do not require SDN switches for failure recovery. For each link failure i →
1850014-9
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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2
E 1 D

Illustration of NSRLs.

Illustration of candidate table construction.

j, all affected destinations are again denoted by D. A node k ∈
/ D is an eligible
candidate location for an SDN designated switch for this failure if it meets the
following conditions:
(1) the shortest path from i to k does not include the failed link, and
(2) for each affected destination d ∈ D, k must have at least one neighbor m, such
that the shortest path from m to d does not include the failed link.
If node k meets the above conditions, it is labeled “1,” otherwise, it is labeled “0.”
After constructing the candidate table, the problem is reduced to a column selection
problem. The goal is to select the least number of SDN locations (columns) so that
all failures in LR (all rows in the table) are covered. For the selected columns to
cover all rows, the sum of each row should be greater than 0.
A greedy approach is used to select the columns. For each column, we add
up all the elements and the sum is called the weight of the column. This weight
indicates the number of failures that can be covered if an SDN switch is placed at
the corresponding location. We then choose the column with the largest weight and
remove this column as well as rows that are covered by this column. The weights
are then updated for the remaining columns and rows, and another column with
the largest weight is selected. We repeat this process until all the rows are removed
which means that all the possible link failures are covered. These selected columns
are the locations where we should place SDN switches.
5. Evaluations
We conduct simulations with different topologies to compare the number of SDN
switches needed using different methods. We call the existing method in [5] the
1850014-10
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“base” method, where all designated switches are SDN switches. We call ours the
“proposed ” method, where we use SDN switches as designated switches only when
required. Notice that, for networks with uniform link costs, our proposed method
requires no SDN switches, while the base method always requires some number of
SDN switches. The advantage of our method is obvious. In this section, we only
conduct comparisons for networks with general link costs.
5.1. Basic network topologies: Specific examples
Three practical network topologies are used for the evaluation: the 11-node
COST239 topology [13] with 26 links, the 14-node NSFNET topology [14] with
21 links, and the 22-node Exodus topology [15] with 51 links. Their basic profiles
are listed in Table 1. All the topologies are represented in undirected graphs. The
degree of each topology stands for the average number of links on a router.
We assign different costs to the links in the network. We start from a network
with uniform link costs, i.e., all links with a cost value of 1. Then, we pick some links
and assign different cost values to them. In our simulations, we find that, if we select
a small number of links, and assign different link costs to them, it is highly probable
that our proposed method still does not require any SDN switches to achieve the
desired fault-tolerance. In the following, we will present several examples for each of
the three topologies, where our proposed method does require some SDN switch(es)
to achieve the desired fault-tolerance.
Table 1.
Topology
COST239
NSFNET
Exodus
Table 2.

Topology Profile.

Number of Nodes
11
14
22

Number of Links
26
21
51

Degree
4.7
3
4.6

Number of SDN Switches Needed for the Three Specific Examples.

Topology
COST239
NSFNET
Exodus

base
2
3
4

proposed
1
1
2

10
6

9

5
8

7
3
2

0

4
1

Fig. 6.

COST239 topology.
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Adjacency matrix for the Exodus topology.

For the COST239 topology, if the costs of e0,1 , e1,4 , e3,4 , e3,10 and e6,9 are 2, the
costs of e2,4 , e3,5 , e5,6 , e6,7 and e7,8 are 3, the costs of e6,10 is 4, while all other links’
costs remain 1, then, the base method will replace the switches at 6 and 5 with
SDN switches as shown in Fig. 8, and our proposed method only need to replace the
switch at 5 with one SDN switch.
For the NSFNET topology, if the costs of links e0,1 , e3,10 , e4,5 , e5,8 , e6,7 and e6,7
are 2, the cost of link e8,9 is 3, the cost of link e4,6 is 4, while all other links’ costs
remain 1, then, the base method will replace the switches at 4, 7, and 6 with SDN
switches, as shown in Fig. 7, and our proposed method only needs to replace the
switch at 3 with one SDN switch.
For the Exodus topology, if the cost of link e3,13 is 2, the costs of links e5,15 ,
e5,16 , e11,16 and e11,16 are 3, the costs of links e3,5 and e10,21 are 4, the costs of links
e4,21 and e9,12 are 5, while all other links’ costs remain 1, then, the base method will
replace the switches 16, 5, 6 and 3 with SDN switches, and our proposed method
only needs to replace switches at 3 and 5 with SDN switches.
Table 2 summarizes the results. We can observe that, in all cases, our proposed
method uses fewer SDN switches than the base method.
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Simulations for the COST239, NSFNET, and Exodus topologies.

5.2. Basic network topologies: Random link costs
We continue to conduct simulations using the three basic network topologies. Our
goal is to investigate how the link cost distribution influence the number of SDN
switches needed using both methods. For each of the three basic network topologies,
we conduct 10 groups of simulations. Each of the 10 groups differ from each other in
how the network link costs are assigned. From group 1 to group 10, we let the network
links to choose cost values from 2, 3, ..., 11 distinct values, respectively. Specifically,
in group 1, all network link costs will be either 1 or 2; in group 2, network link costs
will randomly choose values from {1, 2, 3}. Generally, in group i, all network link
costs will randomly choose values from {1, 2, · · · , i + 1}. The simulation results for
the COST239, NSFNET, and Exodus topologies are presented in Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9(b),
and Fig. 9(c), respectively.
We can see that, when the number of different network link cost values increases,
the number of SDN switched needed by both methods increases. However, the increase in the number of SDN switches will stop when it reaches some number. This
indicates that given a fixed network topology, the number of SDN switches needed
is limited no matter how the link cost values vary. The COST239 topology has the
densest connections and fewer nodes. Thus, the number of SDN switches needed is
less than both that of NSFNET and that of Exodus. The number of SDN switches
needed in Exodus is greater than that of COST239, though they have a similar average node degree; this is because, the Exodus network also has much more network
nodes and links. In all cases, the number of SDN switches needed using our proposed
method is much less than that using the base method.
5.3. Randomly generated network
We also conduct simulations for various randomly generated networks. Recall that
the candidate networks are all modeled as bi-connected graphs. Thus, after we generate the graph, we only collect bi-connected graphs to perform our simulations on.
We aim to investigate how the node degree of a network influences the performances
of both methods. We design our simulation groups as follows. First, we fixed the
number of nodes in the network. They, we randomly generate 100 networks with
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Simulations for networks with 100 nodes.

a certain average node degree. For all these 100 networks, we further conduct 10
groups of simulations. In the first simulation group, links in the 100 networks choose
random link cost values from {1, 2}. In the 2nd simulation group, network link costs
choose random values from {1, 2, 3}, and so on. In the 10th group, network link costs
choose randomly value from {1, 2, · · · , 11}.
For a network with a fixed number of nodes, we intend to generate links such
that the network will have some fixed node degree, i.e., 4, 6, or 8, by giving a fixed
parameter. However, the links are randomly generated, and the resulting number
of links is not fixed. Thus, each network’s average node degree is not exactly equal
to the given parameter, though they are very close. In the simulation results, we
will explicitly write the actual average node degree of the networks. We conduct
simulations for networks with 50 nodes, and 100 nodes respectively.
The simulation results for networks with 50 nodes are presented in Fig. 10. In
Fig. 10(a), Fig. 10(b), Fig. 10(c), the average node degrees for the networks are 4.432,
6.022, and 7.838, respectively. We can see that, besides the network link costs, the
network node degree has a significance influence on the number of SDN switches
needed using both methods. In Fig. 10(a), the average number of SDN switches can
be greater than 6 using the base method; in Fig. 10(c), this number drops to less
than 4.5. Similarly, in Fig. 10(a), the average number of SDN switches can be greater
than 2 using our proposed method; in Fig. 10(c), this number drops to less than 1,
meaning that when the network node degree is 8, many of the networks do not need
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an SDN designated switch to achieve single-link failure recoverability. From these
simulation results, we can still see the influence of network link cost distribution on
the number of SDN switches needed. When the deviation of the link cost values is
small, i.e., when the link costs choose values from a small set of values, most of the
networks do not require SDN switches to have the desired fault-tolerance using our
proposed method, as shown in the first three simulation groups of Fig. 10(c). The
simulation results for networks with 100 nodes are presented in Fig. 11; it shows
similar properties and patterns as Fig. 10. In all simulation cases, our proposed
method reduces the number of SDN switches needed significantly. Through these
simulations, we can see that our proposed method can reduce the number of SDN
switches in general networks with general link costs.
6. Related Works
6.1. Hybrid SDNs
Hybrid SDN networks have made significant presence in recent years [5], 6]. Promising benefits of hybrid SDN networks have been shown by early research works. More
investigation is needed to explore the benefits of hybrid SDN networks in other aspects. Safely updating hybrid SDN networks is considered in [16]. Authors in [17]
propose a lightweight control plane, which takes legacy switches into full consideration and allows SDN control applications run on it transparently. The authors in
[18] propose an inter-domain routing platform with hybrid SDN architecture. The
authors of [19] investigate the use of SDN switches in a hybrid SDN network to
dynamically adjust routing decisions based on measured traffic; it is shown that
the performance of traffic engineering can be significantly improved with only a few
SDN switches. [20] presents a comprehensive survey on various types of hybrid SDN
networks; opportunities, challenges, and trade-offs in different types of hybrid SDN
networks are also discussed.
6.2. Fast failure recovery for single link failures
Failure recovery has long been a subject in communication and computer networks,
and many approaches have been proposed for traditional networks with legacy
routers. Typical examples include ECMP [8], IP Fast Reroute - Loop Free Alternates (IPFRR-LFA) [21], IPFRR Not-Via [10] and Multiple Routing Configuration
(MRC)[22], etc.
The authors in [5] consider using SDN switches to recover from single-link failures. The idea is to replace some legacy IP router(s) in the network with SDN
switches, such that when a link failure occurs, the router with the failed link will
redirect affected traffic to an SDN designated switch.
Compared to [5], we find that the designated switch does not always need to
be an SDN switch. In some cases, we can use a traditional non-SDN designated
switch to help network recover from single-link failures. We can succeed in doing
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so if the shortest path from the affected router to the designated switch does not
include the failed link, and that the shortest path from the designated switch to the
affected destination does not include the failed link. In these cases, the designated
switch only needs to have IP tunneling capability. By using SDN switches only when
required, we can further reduce the total number of SDN switches needed. Besides,
in our work, we consider network with general link costs explicitly, while [5] only
considers networks with uniform link costs.

7. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we consider IP fast recovery from single-link failures. By redirecting
traffic from the failed link to designated switches through pre-configured IP tunnels,
our proposed approach is able to react to the failures very fast. For networks with
uniform link costs, we show that we can use normal non-SDN switches with IP
tunneling capability as designated switches to recover the network from any singlelink failure. For networks with general link costs, we show that using SDN switches
as designated switches can always allow the network to recover from any singlelink failure. By using SDN switches only when necessary, we can further reduce the
total number of SDN switches needed compared to an existing method. Extensive
simulations have been conducted to verify the applicability of our approaches. Future
works can be conducted in the following directions: (1) consider single-node failure
recovery using non-SDN designated switches; (2) consider failure recovery when two
or more links fail at the same time.
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